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1. Introduction

This report describes the monitoring campaign of the Keppekouter project during the summer
of 1997. The monitoring was executed in the framework of the NatVent project. The objective
of the monitoring campaign is to evaluate the performances of a naturally ventilated office
building under summer conditions.

2. Description of the building

2.1 The Keppekouter project

  

Figure 1: The Keppekouter buildings – SE and NE façades

The Keppekouter project consists of three similar office buildings (see Figure 2). The total
floor area is 5.200 m² (4.500m² area and 700m² cellar). All 3 buildings have three storeys and
a cellar.

The Keppekouter project is an investment of Probam, a building promoter. After the
completion of the works, Probam rents the available office area to third parties. This context
is quite different from the situation where the owner is at the same time the future occupant.
Some of the specific characteristics:

� The economic aspect is very important: the lower the construction cost, the shorter the pay
back period.

� A low energy consumption and a good indoor comfort are advantages for the renter, not
directly for the building promoter.

� During the building process the future occupant is not known. Hence it is impossible to
take into account the special wishes and characteristics of the future occupant.

The Keppekouter project is located at less than 100 meters from a very busy highway (E40
Brussels – Ostend / see Figure 2). This means that in summer, windows can not be opened
during daytime to ventilate and cool the building. One of the potential future renters expected
serious problems of overheating.

This problem could be solved by the installation of air conditioning. However the building
promoter wanted to avoid this supplementary cost. Therefore a detailed study was carried out
to analyse whether it is possible to achieve acceptable summer comfort by means of ‘passive
measures’ alone.
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Figure 2: The Keppekouter building – plan view / view from the highway
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Figure 3: The Keppekouter building – sky view

2.2 A global strategy for summer comfort

The overall strategy, which was applied to achieve an acceptable summer indoor comfort,
comprises two essential elements:

• Reduction of the heat gains:

- Reduction of the indirect solar gains: Indirect solar gains are the consequence of solar
radiation on opaque building components and the subsequent conduction of part of the
absorbed heat through the opaque element. Increasing the thermal insulation level of
the component reduces the indirect heat gain. At the same time, a better insulation
leads to a lower energy consumption for heating. For these reasons, the roof of the
Keppekouter buildings contains a layer of 10cm polystyrene (See Figure 20).

- Reduction of the direct solar gains: The façades of the Keppekouter office buildings
have a very high glazing percentage. Shading devices are essential to control the direct
solar gains through the transparent surfaces. All southern façades (except those
oriented north-west and north-east) have external screens. A weather sensor controls
the screens automatically in function of the solar radiation, the wind velocity, the rain
and the indoor and outdoor temperature.
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Figure 4: Solar shading: external screens and weather sensor

- Reduction of the internal heat gains: The internal heat gains from the lighting system
are minimised:

- The lights have a high frequency electronic ballast. This leads to a reduction of
the consumption and the internal heat gains with/of approximately 50%,
compared with a lighting system without an electronic ballast.

- The lights near to the windows have an integrated lux sensor. This sensor
measures the lux level on the work desk under the luminaire. The light is
automatically dimmed in function of the measured lux level.

GLOBAL STRATEGY
for thermal comfort under summer conditions

REDUCTION of GAINS
•indirect solar gains
•direct solar gains
•internal gains

FREE COOLING
& STORAGE
night ventilation &
thermal mass

Figure 5: The global strategy for a better thermal summer comfort

Figure 6: Solar screens – internal view
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• Application of intensive night ventilation:

The objective of intensive night ventilation is to cool down the mass of the building with
cold external air. Night ventilation is based on two fundamental elements: high air flows
rates of cold external air and internal mass that is accessible for the cold air external flows.
Both elements are discussed below.

In a first design stage, the possibilities of completely natural night ventilation were
examined. One of the first proposals was to install a chimney for each floor (see Figure 7).
The area of the chimney decreases as the height and thus the driving force of the chimney
increase. This solution was technically feasable, but could  not be justified economically.
The loss of rentable floor area and income was too large.

Therefore a more practical concept was chosen, namely cross-ventilation. During warm
periods the external windows and internal doors are opened to allow cross ventilation.
Grilles with an insect gauze are placed in the opened window frame. This strategy is only
used for the ground level and the first floor. The top level is additionally ventilated
mechanically by means of two extraction fans on the roof. Each fan gives a flow of
4.300m³/h for a zone of approximately 550m³ (= 8 vol./h).

Figure 7: Natural night ventilation – first concept and final solution
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Figure 8: Detail of office building 1 – scheme of night ventilation on top floor
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Figure 9: Large burglar-proof removable grille for intensive night ventilation

The building has light internal walls and heavy ceilings and floors (prefabricated concrete
elements). For reasons of easy cabling, flexibility and cost, the choice was made to install a
false ceiling and a false floor (see Figure 10). Normally this means that the accessibility of the
thermal mass is very low.

  

Figure 10: false floor for cabling

A practical solution was found by integrating grilles in the false ceiling to increase the
accessibility of the thermal mass. It is clear that the surface of the grilles (4 x
60cmx60cm/office) is too limited to have the same effect as an exposed ceiling. The open
false ceiling is a compromise between economic and comfort considerations.

In general the accessibility of the thermal mass in the Keppekouter buildings can be called
moderate to low. Hence the potential benefits of night ventilation cannot be taken full
advantage of.

The summer comfort and the effect of intensive night ventilation, shading devices, etc were
evaluated by means of thermal simulations with the ESP-r  program of the University of
Glasgow.
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Figure 11: Half-open false ceiling

2.3 The ventilation system

The ventilation system comprises two different parts:

- All facilities for intensive night ventilation. It is partially mechanical (top floor) and
partially natural (ground level and first floor). The operation is described above. Its
objective is to improve the summer comfort.

- The mechanical ventilation system for control of the Indoor Air Quality  (IAQ). This
system is a completely mechanical system. Fresh air is supplied in the offices (constant
flow during the office hours: 30m3/h.person) and the stale air is extracted in the toilets and
the corridors. The system operates only during the office hour (separate time control for
different building sections). The plate-type cross-flow heat exchanger on the roof reduces
the ventilation losses during the heating season (η = 65%).

For several reasons a mechanical system for IAQ was preferred to natural ventilation:

� The Keppekouter project is located near a busy highway. Care must be taken to avoid
noise from entering the building. Natural ventilation requires openings in the façade,
through which noise will enter).

� It is difficult to integrate a heat recovery unit in a natural ventilation system.

   

Heat Recovery

Figure 12: Supply outlet and schematic of the mechanical ventilation for IAQ

As the ventilation system for the control of the IAQ is completely mechanical, it was not
studied and analysed in the framework of the NatVent project. The monitoring campaign
examines only the performances of the system for intensive night ventilation. This system
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operates only during the summer, so the measurements were only carried out during the
summer.

3. Description of the measurement campaign

3.1 State of the construction works

The construction of the Keppekouter project started in September 1996. The three office
buildings (see Figure 2) were terminated at different moments:

� Phase 1: August ’97

� Phase 2: March ’98

� Phase 3: April ’98

The monitoring campaign was carried out during the summer of 1997 (end of August and
September) in the south-west part of the top floor of Building 1 (see Figure 8 and Figure 14).

Shading devices:

During the monitoring campaign the south-east façade of the building was equipped with
external screens (on 19 August 1998). In a later stage (after the monitoring campaign),
external screens were also installed on the south-west façade. In the beginning the external
screens were manually controlled. The automatic control went into operation on 22 August
1998.

Night ventilation:

The roof fans in building 1 were installed on the 18th of August 1998. The fans are controlled
manually.

User behaviour

The occupants were asked to

� Keep the windows closed during the day

� Open the internal doors and the external windows in the evening whenever the fan was
turned on.

A precise record of the settings of the windows (open/closed), the internal doors (open/closed)
and the fan (on/off) during day and night period (19/09/97-13/10/97) was kept (see Chapter
4.2.)

During the working hours most of the time the internal doors were open.

3.2 Monitoring set-up and monitoring periods

The following measurements were carried out in the south-east part of the top floor of
Building 1:

� Temperature measurements (13/8/97 - 6/10/97): In all offices the temperature was
measured every 30 minutes by means of Tinytag® dataloggers. The accuracy of these
temperature measurements is about 0,4K.

� Supplementary detailed measurements were carried out in office 1 (5/09/97-
26/9/97): the indoor air velocity, the heat flux at the concrete ceiling interior surface
(see Figure 20), the surface temperature of the concrete ceiling, the air temperature, …

� The ventilation flows (5/09/97-15/9/97): The air flows are measured by means of
tracer gas techniques. The tracer gas SF6 was used and the constant concentration
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technique was applied (target concentration: 5 ppm SF6). The location of the dosers
and the samplers is given in Figure 14. The ventilation flows were analysed by a
multipoint sampler and doser unit Bruel&Kjaer 1303. The constant concentration
technique is described in several publications (1).

01/09/97 01/10/97 01/11/9701/08/97

detailed measurements in office 2:
comfort parameters, CO2-concentration,
heat flux

measurements of air flows in offices 1-4:
tracer gas measurements

solar protection:
office 1 & 2

no solar
protection

dataloggers: temperature
in all offices

19/09/97

Figure 13: Summer campaign – monitoring periods

fan
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corridor

Windows without
external screen

(during monitoring
period)

Window with
external screen

office 3

office 4

office 1

office 2

= office with constant tracer gas (SF6)
concentration

= sampler

= doser

N

Figure 14: Set-up of the tracer gas measurements

Figure 14 shows the zones where the
concentration of SF6 is kept constant. The
concentration of SF6 in the other zones is
zero or very low. All air changes with
zones with a low SF6 concentration are
detected. This implies that for office 1, 2, 3
and 4 the air changes with the outside as
well as with the landscape office are
measured.

office surface volume

office 1 21m² 55m³

office 2 34m² 91m³

office 3 27m² 71m³

office 4 17m² 45m³

Table 1: Dimensions of the offices



4. Measurement results and analysis

The results of the summer monitoring campaign are analysed in several steps:

� Analysis of the temperature measurements

� Analysis of the tracer gas measurements (air flows)

� Analysis of the detailed measurements in office 1

4.1 Temperature measurements

The internal temperatures were measured (13/8/97 - 6/10/97) every 30 minutes by means of
dataloggers.

Figure 15 gives the temperatures in offices 1 and 3 before and after the placement of external
screens on the south-east façade (no external screens for office 3).
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Figure 15: Offices 1 & 3: Indoor temperatures (14/8-22/8) before and after installation of the
external screens

The influence of the solar gains in the period before the placement of the external screens is
very clear:

� The temperature of office 1 rises steeply in the forenoon because of the south-east
orientation of the glazed surfaces.

� The temperature of office 3 rises steeply in the afternoon because of the south-
west and north-west orientation of the glazed surfaces.

After the installation of the shading devices on the south-east façade the phenomenon of the
steep rise of the temperature in office 1 disappears. The temperature in office 3 stays high
because of the lack of shading devices. The high solar gains of office 3 have an influence on
the temperatures in the other offices because the internal doors of the offices are mostly open.
The offices can to a certain degree be considered as one zone.
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The same phenomena return in all later temperature measurements (see Figure 16 and Figure
17).

Conclusions

The results show that solar control is the first step toward thermal comfort, especially
in buildings with a high glazing ratio like the Keppekouter buildings.
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Figure 16: Offices 1 & 3: Indoor temperatures (5/9-14/9)
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Figure 17: Offices 2 & 4: Indoor temperatures (5/9–14/9)
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Based on the experiences (overheating in office 3) it was decided to also install shading
devices on the south-west façade.

4.2 Tracer gas measurements

The air flows are measured by means of the constant tracer gas technique. One tracer gas was
used: SF6. The measurement results give the total air change rate of the different offices. This
air change rate comprises the air exchange with the outdoors and the landscape office. It is not
possible to make a distinction between the air flows coming from outside and those coming
from the landscape office (see Chapter 3.2.)

The air flows were measured from 5/9 till 15/9. The measurement results are combined with
the recorded settings of the fan and the windows (See Figure 22 - Figure 25).

During the first weekend (6/9-7/9) the fan doesn’t operate, but the windows and the internal
doors are open. Very large air flows (>20 ACH) are measured in the different offices. The air
flows are the result of cross ventilation. The size of the ventilation flows is clearly
(linked/related) to the exterior air speed (compare Figure 18 with Figure 23-Figure 25). The
results have to be interpreted carefully, because the size of the air flows was sometimes above
the measurable limit which is about 15ACH. In that case the SF6-concentration drops to zero
(see Figure 19).

The indoor temperature of offices 3 & 4 drops very strongly because of the very intensive
ventilation (see Figure 16 & Figure 17 ). On 10/9 the temperature in office 4 is even too low
(15°C).

The air flows of office 1 are remarkably lower (Figure 22). It is possible that the internal door
of this office was closed and that the office was only single sidedly ventilated.
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Figure 18: External wind speed
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Figure 19: SF 6-concentration in offices 1 & 4

During the two first nights of the week (9/9-10/9) the fan (4.300m3/h) was operating and the
windows were open. The fan extracts air from the different offices. During the night of 10/9
the air change rate of office 3 is low. Probably the internal door was closed. Sometimes also
during daytime the windows were open (see office 3 – 8/9 - Figure 24).

During the last period of the week (11/9–16/9) there was no intensive ventilation. Only on
12/9 the windows were opened in the morning. In all offices the windows were closed again
in the afternoon, except in office 3. The window of office 3 stayed open. The impact of the
open window on the indoor temperature can be seen in Figure 16. Probably the window was
left open because of the problem of overheating in office 3.

Conclusions

The measurements show that also without fan, sufficiently high air change rates can be
achieved based on the concept of cross ventilation. The size of the air changes is in
that case however related to the external wind speed. This implies that the concept of
cross ventilation on the first floor and the ground floor will be adequate, if there is
some wind.

The advantages of a fan are:

− Intensive night ventilation is always possible, even if there is no wind.

− The size of the air change rate of the different offices is nearly equal.

The top floor is the most critical zone for overheating, because of the indirect solar
gains through the roof. A mechanical intensive night ventilation on the top floor gives
some extra certainty.

The measurements reveal the importance of a correct user behaviour. The concept of
intensive night ventilation is based on actions of the occupant. If internal doors and
windows stay closed at night, the concept fails. Clear user instructions are an essential
element to achieve a successful night ventilation.

In some offices, the indoor temperature was too low after a night with intensive
ventilation. This problem can be partially solved by switching the fan off when the
internal or outdoor temperature is too low.

4.3 Detailed measurements in office 1

Figure 21 gives some of the parameters that were measured in office 1:

− Air temperature in office 1

− Heat flux at the internal surface of the concrete ceiling (see Figure 20)
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− Surface temperature at the internal surface of the concrete ceiling (same position as the
flux sensor)

Flux sensor

False ceiling

Concrete floor

OFFICE 1

10 cm Polystyrene

BitumenEXTERIOR

Figure 20: Position of the flux sensor in the false ceiling
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Figure 21: Detailed measurements in office 1

The chart gives an idea of the operation of the thermal mass:

During colder periods (5/9-7/9 & 13/9-14/9) the thermal mass is cooled down (positive heat
flux). This effect can be increased by intensive night ventilation with cold external air. During
warmer periods the thermal mass absorbs the heat from the office (negative heat flux – peak
of 8,5W/m2).

It is clear that the interaction between the thermal mass and the office is reduced by the false
ceiling in-between. On the one hand it is more difficult to cool down the thermal mass of the
ceiling by means of intensive night ventilation. On the other hand the heat exchange between
the thermal mass and the office is limited. There is only convective heat exchange through the
grilles in the false ceiling (see Figure 11) and no direct radiation between the ceiling and the
occupants in the office.

4.4 User satisfaction

The indoor comfort during the summer of 1997 (August-September) was experienced as
acceptable. A limited number of users had some complaints about too low temperatures in the
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morning when intensive ventilation had been applied the night before. This problem could
partially be solved by installing a temperature sensor that turns the roof fan off below a
certain set temperature. However in that case, large cross flows remain possible (see Chapter
4.2). The problem of subcooling can only be completely avoided if also the openings are
closed. This constitutes an important cost, which is not in proportion to the rather small
comfort problem.

5. Conclusions

Some lessons can be drawn from the experience of the Keppekouter project:

− Reducing the solar gains is always the first step in designing for summer comfort. The
results of the temperature measurements prove the importance of solar control.

− For reasons of cost and flexibility, the building has false floors and half-open false
ceilings. Hence the accessibility of the thermal mass and the effect of the intensive night
ventilation is limited.

In this project the application of intensive ventilation was only considered in a late stage
of the design process. It is recommended to investigate the possibilities of night
ventilation and especially the accessibility of the thermal mass in an early stage of the
building process as it is often one of the most difficult barriers to the application of
intensive night ventilation.

− The intensive night ventilation is based on the actions of the users: controlling the fan,
opening windows and internal doors. Clear user instructions are necessary to ensure a
correct user behaviour.

− The user satisfaction is high. However now and then indoor temperatures are too low in
the morning when intensive night ventilation has been applied the night before. On the top
floor this problem could be solved partially by installing a temperatures sensor that
controls the extraction fan.

− The Keppekouter project is realised by a building promoter. This proves that the described
global strategy for summer comfort is an economically attractive solution.

6. References
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ventilation flow - office 1 (55m³)
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Figure 22: Ventilation flow – office 1

ventilation flow - office 2 (91m³)
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Figure 23: Ventilation flow – office 2
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ventilation flow - office 3 (71m³)
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Figure 24: Ventilation flow – office 3

ventilation flow - office 4 (45m³)
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Figure 25: Ventilation flow – office 4
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